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Tarot is best used as a tool for self-discovery, healing, growth, empowerment, and liberation.

Tarot archetypes provide the reader with a window into present circumstances and future

potential. But what if that window only opened up on a world that was white, European, and

heterosexual? The interpretations of the tarot that have been passed down through tradition

presuppose a commonality and normalcy among humanity. At the root of card meanings are

archetypes that we accept without questioning. But at what point do archetypes become

stereotypes?Humanity is diverse--culturally, spiritually, sexually. Tarot has the power to serve a

greater population, with the right keys to unlock the tarot's deeper meanings. In Queering the

Tarot, Cassandra Snow deconstructs the meanings of the 78 cards explaining the ways in

which each card might be interpreted against the norm. Queering the Tarot explores themes of

sexuality, coming out, gender and gender-queering, sources of oppression and empowerment,

and many other topics especially familiar to not-straight folks. Cassandra's identity-based

approach speaks directly to those whose identity is either up in the air or consuming the

forefront of their consciousness. It also speaks to those struggling with mental illness or the

effects of trauma, all seekers looking for personal affirmation that who they are is okay.



Queering Your Craft: Witchcraft from the Margins, Holistic Tarot: An Integrative Approach to

Using Tarot for Personal Growth, Archetypal Tarot: What Your Birth Card Reveals About Your

Personality, Your Path, and Your Potential, Tarot Deciphered: Decoding Esoteric Symbolism in

Modern Tarot, Tarot and the Archetypal Journey: The Jungian Path from Darkness to Light,

Becoming Dangerous: Witchy Femmes, Queer Conjurers, and Magical Rebels, Tarot for

Troubled Times: Confront Your Shadow, Heal Your Self & Transform the World, Your Tarot

Court: Read Any Deck With Confidence

Jake-Ryan Kent, “Something Queer This Way Comes. What can I say about this book? I loved

it. I genuinely left this book knowing more and yet having more questions that ever before.

That's a wonderful thing! Not only does this mean I will return to the book time and again, I

found that Cassandra's voice and approach was accessible for all levels of tarot reader. I was

incredibly pleased with the nuance she provided the Court cards in general. If you struggle with

them, this may be a good read for you as well!I think if anyone is going to read professionally or

for fun, is in the community, or wants to learn more about queer, sex positive, activism, and

how that can apply to our ethos as tarot readers, this book is a an absolute must have on

anyone's shelf.”

GarbageWitch, “Bit of a snafu there..... I appreciate this book works with a deck I already

owned, and it does a nice job of highlighting a perspective that doesn't always make its way

into a lot of readers' practices. The only thing I didn't care for was the casual use of clinical

diagnoses to talk about a couple of the cards - had the author experienced those things and

that's why a certain card reminded them of their diagnosis, that would have been a much better

approach. Overall a nice little addition to my library”

Melanie P, “Will be a standard reference for years.. Exciting perspective on the Tarot.Down to

earth understanding of the Queer experience and challenges.Opens up the Tarot in an exciting

new way”

Kate Leth, “Fantastic, inclusive resource!. A fantastic book for those who are interested in or

love Tarot but are looking for more relatable interpretations. The queer readings are written as

narratives with plenty of if;then options for the nuances of gender, sexuality, relationship

dynamics, and more. Surprisingly found it very nonbinary/genderqueer- and trans-friendly! I

loved this book. It’s a quick, informative and fun read that accounts for the aspects of queer life

and experience that most Tarot guides don’t. Great to keep around for reference, too!”

Diana, “essential addition to your tarot library. This book take seriously the ACTION and

ACTIVITY of incorporating queer interpretations into your practice. No book is every going to

be able to capture the entirety of queer experiences, and no book is ever going to capture all of

the depths and breadths of tarot, but this book provides an excellent framework for the

inquiring tarot reader in search of an actively queer way to interact with the cards. It does

exactly what it says on the tin, and it opens the door to further explorations independently and

in community.”

Blue Rose, “Should be on every Tarot reader's shelf. I've been reading the cards for over 15

years, and this is by far the best guidebook to the Tarot I have ever come across. As a bisexual



person, I enjoyed the way Snow blends the traditional meanings associated with the Major and

Minor Arcana with modern-day interpretations through a Queer lens. Every serious Tarot

reader, Queer or otherwise, needs to have a copy of this book.”

Bonetta Wilson, “A very different way to see the cards.. I collect tarot cards and books, and this

book is wonderful.  So different.  Taking down the patriarchy is tongue in cheek with this guide.”

Nicola Thompson, “Important for Tarot Studies. Such a fantastic and impotant book. If you want

to read tarot fir ither people, no matter who you are, you need to include this in your studies”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book! A Firm Favourite. This is a great book and so important to

add to your library if you are planning to read for others.”

NeverIsEverCertain, “Livre de collection. Gay et amoureux de New York, j'ai trouvé le tarot

incontournable comme objet de collection. Le livre n'est pas à proprement dit un manuel, mais

plus un plaidoyer LGBTQI+, et pour ne pas trahir l'autrice, LGBTQQIPA2P+.C'est un

remarquable outil pour une lecture psychologique avec un public clairement identifié gay et

surtout lesbien.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Référence incontournable pour envisager le tarot sous un angle queer.

Pour lire les cartes d'une manière non excluante, ce livre est indispensable ! Petit bémol: peu

de matière hormis une interprétation queer de chacune des cartes, le sujet est tellement

passionnant qu'il aurait mérité un ouvrage un peu plus fourni.”

The book by Cassandra Snow has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 154 people have provided feedback.
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